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1 Overview  

This document outlines the changes planned for the upcoming R1 2019 major release. Items in this 
document are subject to change until the final version is released. Unless otherwise noted, all items listed in 
these Release Notes are available to all customers.  
 
Please contact Customer Service with any questions you may have or if you would like training on any of 
the new features.  
 
InstaMed Customer Service  
Telephone: (866) INSTAMED  
Email: support@instamed.com   
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2 Patient Billing with Personalized Engagement 

 

2.1 Data-Driven Consumer Profiles 

InstaMed has created consumer financial profiles and consumer 

engagement profiles, which are based on a cluster of dimensions that 

predict consumer payment preferences and tendencies. We can then 

use these preferences and tendencies to drive personalized payment 

options and communications to enhance the payment experience.  

 

2.2 Personalized Payment Options 

Personalized payment options will be based on a financial profile score 
and individual provider policies. This means we can deliver a 
personalized payment experience to consumers to increase their 
likelihood to pay. Each consumer is presented with easy-to-understand 
payment plan options. InstaMed’s new provider policies enable 
providers and payers to configure policies for all plans based off 
certain criteria such as: 

• Minimum/maximum plan length  

• Minimum initial payment 

• Minimum installment amount 
Default start date 
 
 

2.3 Personalized Communications 

InstaMed delivers dynamic statement messages, inserts and 
recommended payment options using our patient statements. Each 
statement contains payments options and each recommended 
payment option is based on the consumer’s financial profile and 
engagement profile scores. By utilizing calls to action and 
displaying tailored billing options providers will increase patient 
financial engagement and reduce the time to collect.  
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3 eStatement Acceleration 

 

3.1 Streamlined Patient Engagement 

InstaMed has simplified the consumer experience with easy 
access to balance information and simpler linking based on the 
information entered (e.g., Quick Pay Code). Patients are 
presented with easy-to-read details about balance and 
summary of charges prior to registration, including a link to 
view an eStatement. InstaMed has optimized calls to action 
during the payment flow to encourage account creation and 
eStatement enrollment.  
 

3.2 Optimization Configuration 

In order to optimize eStatement adoption, InstaMed will ensure new and existing customers are optimally configured 
using our best practices in order to deliver the best consumer experience possible. 
 

3.3 Patient Engagement Touchpoints 

InstaMed has introduce opportunities to drive registration and eStatement enrollment at additional points in the 

healthcare visit lifecycle. One of these opportunities enable consumers to opt in for eStatements while making a 

payment via SSO from a payer or provider’s consumer portal. 

 

 

4 Engage 

 

4.1 Integrations with MedEvolve and Greenway 

InstaMed has enhanced upfront patient financial engagement with more integration 

into provider workflows and adaptability to provider time-of-service collection policies.  

 

InstaMed’s MedEvolve and Greenway integration will deliver to providers an 

automated pre-service financial experience in real-time. Appointment schedules in the 

respective vendors system will drive consumer invitation to engage. When acting on 

the invitation, consumers are able to check in prior to their visit, and will be able to 

see and edit their patient information (demographic, insurance, other as available in 

vendor’s system).  

 

4.2 Payment 

InstaMed enables providers to define rules for point-of-service collections beyond 
copayments (e.g., collect a deposit based on the outstanding deductible) and allows 
payments to be collected from unmatched visit records. 
 

4.3 Eligibility 

During the check-in workflow using Engage, InstaMed ensures the correct copay is 
used by configuring the request and response service type, automatically parsing the 
response notes, and configuring applicable overrides specific to a payer. By 
configuring upfront collection policies using visit type and benefits, you can enable new deposit options for providers. 
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5 InstaMed Pro 

InstaMed supports new P2PE swipe devices with InstaMed Pro. The MagTek iDynamo and MagTek cDynamo connect 
to Apple iPads and iPhones using the lightning port. This enabled providers to accept encrypted patient payments 
more easily in a mobile environment.  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

6 Quick Chip 

Quick Chip is a more advanced EMV payment method that uses Ingenico devices to deliver the latest payment 

innovation and a better consumer payment experience. Quick Chip will reduce average point-of-service transaction 

and the risk of transaction errors, which include failed transactions caused by premature card removal as well as 

posting errors caused by EMV device declines. 

 

Processing transactions via Quick Chip will require updating to the latest version of InstaMed Device Service or 

InstaMed .NET API, as well as updating your device to the newest firmware and re-initializing after the R1 release.  

 

 

 

7 Consolidated Payments in InstaMed Online 

InstaMed Online simplifies the staff experience for processing consumer 

payments on multiple balances by utilizing a single payment flow. If this optional 

payment flow is enabled, staff will be able to process multiple transactions at 

once, with each transaction processing directly on different outlets. A confirmation 

page displays the status of the transactions in one place, including an ability to 

view each receipt individually or print/email all receipts with the click of a button.  
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8 Sales Tax Support 

InstaMed supports the simplification of the payment process for taxable goods and as part of this enhancement, SSO 

integration is now available to the multi-AR screen. Taxable goods include items such as physical therapy equipment 

and non-prescription dermatologist creams. As part of the payment collection workflow, InstaMed enables a user to 

automate sales tax calculation and collection by capturing pre-tax sales amount and tax rates while entering payment 

information.  InstaMed receipts will also display the amount of Sales Tax collected from the consumer, in accordance 

with various state laws. This feature will be available on InstaMed’s Multiple Line Item Patient/Premium Payments 

workflow. 

 
 

9 Audit Log Changes 
Events like APC enrollment, APC unenrollment, email changes, payment method changes, etc. will all be tracked in 

the Payment Plan Audit report. 

 
10 Payment Compliance 
InstaMed meets the highest level of payment compliance by enabling the tracking of stored payment cards by sending 

an account verification transaction when a card is saved on file and a payment is not processed. This enables issuers 

to be able to update cardholders online banking statements in real time. 

 

11 Accessibility Compliance 

InstaMed continues to make investments in Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) to improve accessibility and 

compliance for end users. 

 

12 Processing Purchasing Card Payments 
Enables providers to accept Purchasing Card payments when the provider processes more than 500 transactions a 

month.  

 


